ControlByNet Announces New DIY Small Business Kits for Cloud Video Surveillance

ControlByNet Makes DIY Easy with Set-up Diagram and Initial Special Pricing

Atlanta – September 12, 2017 - ControlByNet’s i-flashback CLOUD video surveillance security solution is now available in a DIY kit for small businesses. This kitted solution allows small business managers and owners the ability to monitor one or multiple locations on the most flexible CLOUD-based video surveillance system on the market. This cloud solution is an enterprise-grade system available to small businesses at an affordable price.

The kits are priced at $299 and include everything needed: two AXIS Network Security Cameras; one desktop POE switch; two 100’ Ethernet cables and two ControlByNet Security Window Decals. The hosting fee is free for the first month and $10 per camera per month for 21 days of storage and unlimited viewing.

ControlByNet’s multi-site, single-login i-flashback CLOUD video surveillance system provides clear live or archived digital video that is accessible at any time, from any mobile device or browser including iPad, iPhone, Android, Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Windows Mobile 24/7. The access to live video managed or hosted service ensures it’s running when needed. Additionally with no DVRs, the video evidence is safely stored immediately off site, vandals can no longer steal the evidence.

“We are seeing a lot more DIY installations in small businesses. Installation used to require a higher level of technical expertise and access to the products – our products are easier to install and use. Also, our solution is more accessible with the growth of the Internet and online shopping,” said Ryan Strange, CEO of ControlByNet.

“This is significant because it is how small business owners are looking to purchase and install surveillance. It also takes the burden off of our installers that have a hard time relieving costs associated with a two-camera small business installation.”

ControlByNet catches all of the action:

- View live or archived video on any device or browser including iPad, iPhone, Android, Chrome, Firefox and Safari
- Video securely stored offsite
- Internet notification of offline cameras, lost connections, power or internet issues
- Plug and play
- No contracts

About ControlByNet (http://www.ControlByNet.com)

ControlByNet LLC develops and provides solutions for cloud & managed video surveillance. ControlByNet’s software is the cornerstone for the new video surveillance business solution utilizing the cloud. The solutions integrate seamlessly across an organization creating limitless installation scenarios. Full cloud video recording, managed servers, single sign-on with multiple levels of access from any location, 100% browser-based from all desktop and mobile devices (iPad, iPhone, Android, Chrome, Firefox and Safari). For more information, visit www.controlbynet.com.